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GLOSSARY

API: Application Programming Interface

Application: When used as a noun, it refers to Software Application

ARPU: Average Revenue per User, of a Telecom Operator

B2B: Business to Business

B/OSS: Combined name for BSS and OSS

BSS: Business Support Systems

CME: Communications, Media and Entertainment Industry; also known as ICT, IMT, TMT, and Telecom

CDMA: Code Division Multiple Access

Coopetition or Co-operation: Collaboration between business competitors, in the hope of mutually beneficial results.

CPA: Content Provider Access

CPE: Customer Premises Equipment; this includes servers, routers, session border controllers, etc.

CSP: Communication Service Provider; also known as Telco, Telecom Provider, Telecom Operator

GSM: Global Systems Mobile

EBITDA: Earnings before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortization

Firm: Telco firm

Forum: Unless otherwise understood in a different context, in this thesis it refers to Open Innovation based ICT Alliances Forum or Consortium

HHI: Herfindahl Hirschman Index, a standard measure of competitive intensity in a country. This is sector specific.

ICT: Information Communications Technology industry, which is Telecommunications’ extended eco-system and industry. Also known as CME, or IMT, TMT or Telecom

IMT: Information Media Technology; also known as ICT, TMT, CME, Telecom

Industry: Refers to the ICT industry, unless otherwise specified

Intrapreneur: A person within a large corporation who takes direct responsibility for turning an idea into a profitable finished product through
assertive risk-taking and innovation. This definition has been taken from The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, and the term is widely used in the industry today. The Intrapreneur has the enterprise and thinking of an entrepreneur, but is employed in an organization and applies his talents, skill and effort for the organization.

**Intrapreneurship or Intraprenural Attitude:** Embodying the spirit and thinking of an Intrapreneur. Actively playing the role of an Intrapreneur.

**IoT:** Internet of Things

**IP:** Internet Protocol

**KMO:** Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin statistical measure of Sampling Adequacy used in Principal Components Analysis

**M2M:** Machine-to-Machine

**MDS:** Mobile Data Services

**MPLS:** Multi-Protocol Label Switching

**MVAS:** Mobile Value Added Services

**MVNO:** Mobile Virtual Network Operator

**NGOSS:** Next Generation OSS, from TMF. This is been superseded by TMF’s Frameworx

**NFV:** Network Function Virtualization

**OI:** Open Innovation

**OSS:** Operations Support Systems

**PCA:** Principal Components Analysis in statistics

**PPP:** Purchasing Power Parity

**Regression:** Linear Regression in Statistics

**Revenue-Split:** Refers to the percentage of Revenue that the Telco shares (i.e. gives away) to the VAS/MDS Partner out of the total revenue yield from a service launched jointly with the VAS/MDS Partner

**SDN:** Software Defined Networks

**Telco:** Telecom Operator; otherwise known as Telecom Service Provider or CSP. Examples of Telcos are: Vodafone, AT&T, Bharti Airtel, Telefonica, Verizon, China Mobile, Softbank, KDDI, Deutsche Telekom, Sprint, SingTel etc.

**Telecom:** Telecommunications Industry; also known as ICT, TMT, CME, IMT
**TMF**: TeleManagement Forum

**TMT**: Telecommunications, Media, Technology industry; also known as ICT, IMT, CME, Telco and Telecommunications

**TOGAF**: The Open Group Architecture Framework, from the Open Group

**VAS**: Value Added Services, otherwise called MVAS in this thesis

**VIF**: Variance Inflation Factor; in the results of linear regression, VIF is inspected for the individual regressors to check the presence of multi-collinearity. A VIF of less than 2 indicates no multi-collinearity

**VoIP**: Voice over IP

**WEF**: World Economic Forum

**XaaS**: An acronym for “X as a Service”, where ‘X’ is a generic placeholder for Software, Process, Knowledge, Network, etc., and the acronym expands to “Software as a Service”, “Process as a Service”, etc. These are usually Cloud based service offerings.